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Abstract
We present here a regress later based Monte Carlo approach that uses neural networks
for pricing high-dimensional contingent claims. The choice of specific architecture of the
neural networks used in the proposed algorithm provides for interpretability of the model,
a feature that is often desirable in the financial context. Specifically, the interpretation
leads us to demonstrate that any contingent claim —possibly high dimensional and path-
dependent— under Markovian and no-arbitrage assumptions, can be semi-statically hedged
using a portfolio of short maturity options. We show how the method can be used to obtain
an upper and lower bound to the true price, where the lower bound is obtained by following
a sub-optimal policy, while the upper bound by exploiting the dual formulation. Unlike
other duality based upper bounds where one typically has to resort to nested simulation
for constructing super-martingales, the martingales in the current approach come at no
extra cost, without the need for any sub-simulations. We demonstrate through numerical
examples the simplicity and efficiency of the method for both pricing and semi-static hedging
of path-dependent options.
1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the pricing and (semi) static hedging of derivative securities that
include path-dependent options that are potentially based on several underlying assets. The
efficient numerical evaluation of options written on several underlying assets can be challenging
due to the so-called curse of dimensionality which affects finite difference or tree-based methods.
Given these restrictions Monte Carlo methods appear as attractive approach for the valuation
of such derivatives.
When it comes to pricing of path-dependent options, using the Monte Carlo approach, the main
difficulty lies with the computation of the conditional expectation across different time intervals.
The Least Squares Monte Carlo (LSMC) popularized by Carriere [1996], Tsitsiklis and Van Roy
[2001], and Longstaff and Schwartz [2001] use the cross-sectional information from the simulated
∗shashijain@iisc.ac.in
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data to approximate the conditional expectation through a least squares regression. These meth-
ods generally fall in the category of the so-called regress now approach, as in order to compute
the conditional expectation at t (now), a least-squares regression of the value function at time
T > t is performed against basis functions of simulated data at time t (now). In contrast, with
the regress later approach, in order to compute the conditional expectation at t, one first ap-
proximates the value function at time T (later) through a least squares regression using the basis
functions of simulated data at time T (later). The basis functions in the regress later approach is
chosen such that their conditional expectations can be computed exactly which in turn results in
the necessary conditional expectation at t. Glasserman and Yu [2004], Jain and Oosterlee [2015]
are some of the examples of the regress later approach. Analysis and discussion on regression later
schemes can be found in Beutner et al. [2013] and Balata and Palczewski [2017]. More recently
Bender and Schweizer [2019] propose the regression anytime, which combines the regress later
and the regress now approaches. In Jain et al. [2019b] the regress later approach is extended to
compute path-wise forward Greeks.
There are a few advantages of using the regress later over the regress now approach. Glasserman and Yu
[2004] show that for a single-period problem, the regress later algorithm gives a higher coefficient
of determination and a lower covariance matrix for the estimated coefficients. Pelsser and Schweizer
[2016] show that as the approximation error from the regression in the regress later approach
vanishes, the coefficients obtained are perfect regardless of the measure used for calibration. This
property can be leveraged for problems where one has to work with mixed probability measures,
examples of which include computing potential future exposures of Bermundan Swaptions in
Feng et al. [2016], and computing the capital valuation adjustment in Jain et al. [2019a], where
one has to work simultaneously with both the risk-neutral and the real-world measures. A com-
mon problem faced by both, the regress now and the regress later approaches —when a linear
model is used for the regression— is that the selection of the basis functions for the regression is
arbitrary and varies between different payoffs.
Static replication is an attractive alternative to the dynamic hedging of portfolios, as dynamic
hedging often breaks down when there are sharp movements in markets or when the market
faces liquidity issues. Unfortunately, these are the precise moments where an effective hedge is
highly desired. The principle of static replication is to construct a portfolio of instruments that
mirrors the value function of a target security in every possible state of the world. Unlike dy-
namic hedging the portfolio weights of a static replicating portfolio do not change with changes
in the market condition. By the no-arbitrage condition, if the value function of a target secu-
rity is perfectly replicated at future time T, the replicating portfolio should match the securitys
value at an earlier time t, (t < T ) given no early exercise decision can be made between t and
T. Breeden and Litzenberger [1978] show that path-independent securities can be hedged using
portfolio of standard options that mature along with the claim. For more general path dependent
securities, in a single factor setting, good examples of static replication approach can be found in
Derman et al., and Carr and Wu [2013]. Pelsser [2003] utilizes the static portfolio replication to
derive hedging strategies using swaptions for life insurance policies with guaranteed annuity op-
tions. For high-dimensional path-independent derivatives Pellizzari [2005] found that a hedging
portfolio composed of statically held simple univariate options, optimally weighted minimizing
the variance of the difference between the target claim and the approximate replicating portfo-
lio resulted in a performance comparable to dynamic hedging, although only when there were
significant transaction costs.
There has been a recent boom in the financial applications of neural networks, mostly driven
by the progress made in deep learning and the availability of specialized software and hardware.
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They have been used in Liu et al. [2019b], Liu et al. [2019a], Ackerer et al. [2019] and Bayer et al.
[2019] for calibration of stochastic volatility and rough stochastic volatility models. Another
strand of literature is on the applications of deep reinforcement learning, specifically related to
data driven pricing and hedging of portfolios, which includes notably the work of Buehler et al.
[2019] and Halperin [2019]. Application of neural networks for model-based pricing of early
exercise options includes the approach of policy iteration in Becker et al. [2019], value function
iteration in Haugh and Kogan [2004], Kohler et al. [2010] and Lapeyre and Lelong [2019]. The
work here falls under the category of value function iteration, although while others follow the
regress now framework for value function iteration, we here exploit the benefits of the regress
later approach.
In this paper we develop a regress later based method for pricing high dimensional path dependent
contingent claims. As the method uses a feed forward neural network for the regression at each
time step, we call it Regress Later with Neural Network (RLNN). Specifically, RLNN uses a
shallow network with two hidden layers —with rectified linear units (ReLU) activation functions
used for the first hidden layer and linear activation function used for the second layer — for
the regression at each monitoring date. The choice of this basic architecture is deliberate, as
it lends interpretability to the model, something valuable from a practitioner’s point of view.
Concisely, the first layer determines the payoff structure of a set of options, while the second
layer determines the corresponding quantities of each of these options that needs to be held in a
portfolio, so that the aggregated payoff of the resultant portfolio at any time t ≤ T replicates the
value function of the target claim at time t, where T is the next monitoring date of the target
claim.
The semi-static replication using RLNN is not limited to single factor models but naturally
applies to high dimensional contingent claims as well. RLNN therefore not only allows us to
efficiently price a contingent claim, but also can be useful in determining an optimal static hedge,
to avoid the practical difficulties and costs involved in dynamic hedging of the target claim. An
advantage of RLNN over the traditional regress later or regress now approaches —that rely
on linear regression— is that the method doesn’t require a prior selection of basis functions
depending upon the problem at hand. A challenge that RLNN inherits from the regress later
schemes is the requirement for closed form or fast numerical approximations for the valuation of
the short maturity options that are part of the static hedge portfolio. We demonstrate through
examples that this issue can often be addressed in a relatively straightforward manner.
There are three major contributions of this paper. First, we develop a method called Regress
Later with Neural Networks (RLNN) for pricing high dimensional discretely monitored contingent
claims. The second contribution is that we show any discretely monitored contingent claim —
written possibly on several underliers— under the Markovian and no-arbitrage assumptions,
can be semi-statically hedged using a basket of short maturity options. The structure of the
short maturity options, and their corresponding weights to be held in the hedge portfolio are the
outcomes of the RLNN algorithm. Finally, we show that using RLNN one can obtain a tight lower
and upper bound to the true price of the contingent claim at almost no extra costs. The lower
bound is obtained by following the sub-optimal policy obtained by RLNN on a new set of paths.
The upper bound is obtained using the dual formulation as prescribed by Haugh and Kogan
[2004] and Rogers [2002]. The major computational advantage with obtaining the duality based
upper bound using RLNN comes from the fact that the required martingale can be obtained at
no extra cost, which otherwise typically involves computationally heavy sub-simulations. While
Glasserman and Yu [2004] point out the computational advantage of obtaining the duality based
upper bounds for general regress later algorithms, the quality of the upper bounds is left for
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future investigations. We through numerical experiments show that the quality of the upper
and lower bounds obtained using RLNN are comparable or better than those reported in the
literature.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the notations used in the paper and the
problem formulation. In Section 3 we describe the RLNN algorithm and the underlying neural
network architecture. A universal semi-static hedging of contingent claims using the RLNN is
discussed in Section 4. Section 4 also provides the proof of convergence of the RLNN method.
Discussion on obtaining an upper and lower bound to the true price of the contingent claim
using the RLNN method is presented in Section 5. In Section 6 through numerical examples we
illustrate the accuracy of the method from both pricing and static hedging perspective. Finally,
we provide the conclusions in Section 7.
2 Problem Formulation
This section defines the Bermudan option pricing problem and sets up the notations used in this
paper. We assume a complete probability space (Ω,F ,P) and finite time horizon [0, T ]. Ω is
the set of all possible realizations of the stochastic economy between 0 and T . The information
structure in this economy is represented by an augmented filtration Ft : t ∈ [0, T ], with Ft the
sigma field of distinguishable events at time t, and P is the risk-neutral probability measure on
elements of F . It is assumed that Ft is generated by Wt, a d-dimensional standard Brownian
motion, and the state of economy is represented by an Ft-adapted Markovian process, St =
(S1t , . . . , S
d
t ) ∈ Rd, which has dependence on model parameters Θ = {θ1, . . . , θNθ}. We only
consider discretely monitored contingent claims, i.e. the payoff of the claim depends only on
the value of the price paths on the monitoring dates, t ∈ [t0 = 0, . . . , tm, . . . , tM = T ]. Let
ht := h(St) be an adapted process representing the intrinsic value of the option, i.e. the holder
of the option receives max(ht, 0), if the option is exercised at time t. With the risk-less savings
account process, Bt = exp(
∫ t
0
rs ds), where rt denotes the instantaneous risk-free rate of return,
we define
Dtm−1 =
Btm−1
Btm
.
We consider the special case where rt is constant. The problem is then to compute
Vt0(St0)
Bt0
= max
τ
E
[
h(Sτ )
Bτ
]
, (1)
where Vt(·) : t ∈ [0, T ] is the option value function, and τ is a stopping time, taking values in the
finite set {0, t1, . . . , T }.
The dynamic programming formulation to solve this optimization problem is then as follows.
The value of the option at the terminal time T is equal to the product’s pay-off,
VT (ST ) = max(h(ST ), 0). (2)
Recursively, moving backwards in time, the following iteration is then solved, given Vtm has
already been determined, the continuation or hold value Qtm−1 is given by:
Qtm−1(Stm−1) = Btm−1E
[
Vtm(Stm)
Btm
| Stm−1
]
. (3)
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The Bermudan option value at time tm−1 and state Stm−1 is then given by
Vtm−1(Stm−1) = max(h(Stm−1), Qtm−1(Stm−1)). (4)
In a Monte Carlo simulation, the time evolution of the process S is approximated using some
discretization scheme. We define a general Markov discretization scheme as
Stm = Fm−1(Stm−1 ,Ztm−1 ,Θ), (5)
where Ztm−1 is a d-dimensional standard normal random vector, and Fm−1 is a transformation
from Rd to Rd.
3 Regress later with Neural networks (RLNN)
The algorithm begins by generating N independent copies of sample paths, {St0 , . . . ,StM }, of the
underlying process that are obtained using the recursion, Stm(n) = Fm−1(Stm−1(n),Ztm−1(n),Θ),
where n = 1, . . . , N is the index of the path.
The method then computes the value of the contingent claim at terminal time as VtM (StM ) =
max(h(StM ), 0).
The following steps are then employed for each monitoring date, tm, m ≤M, recursively moving
backwards in time, starting from tM :
Assume that V˜tm(Stm(n)), n = 1, . . . , N, our estimates for Vtm(Stm(n)), are known.
• Regress-later
In this step a parametrized value function G˜ : Rd × RNp 7→ R, which assigns values
G˜(Stm , βtm) to states Stm , is computed. Here βtm ∈ RNp is a vector of free parameters.
The objective is to choose for each tm, a parameter vector βtm , so that
G˜(Stm , βtm) = V˜tm(Stm).
By the universal approximation theorem, for appropriate choice of activation functions, a
neural network with two layers and sufficiently large number of neurons can approximate
any continuous function over a compact set arbitrarily well (see Hornik et al. [1989]). We
choose as our approximation architecture at tm a feed-forward network G˜
β : Rd → R of
the form
G˜βtm := ψ ◦A2 ◦ ϕ ◦A1
where A1 : R
d → Rp and A2 : Rp → R are affine functions of the form,
A1(x) = W1x+ b1 for x ∈ Rd, W1 ∈ Rp×d,b1 ∈ Rp,
and
A2(x) = W2x+ b2 for x ∈ Rp, W2 ∈ R1×p, b2 ∈ R.
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Input Layer   Hidden Layer   ¹ Hidden Layer  ¹ Output Layer  	¹
Figure 1: The neural network architecture chosen for each monitoring date, where the input
dimension d = 5, the number of hidden neurons p in the first hidden layer is 16 and the second
hidden layer is equal to 1.
ϕ : Rj → Rj , j ∈ N is the component-wise ReLU activation function given by:
ϕ(x1, . . . , xj) := (max(x1, 0), . . . ,max(xj , 0)) ,
while ψ : Rj → Rj , j ∈ N is the component-wise linear activation function given by:
ψ(x1, . . . , xj) := (x1, . . . , xj) .
The dimension of the parameter space is therefore,
Np = 1 + p+ p+ p× d.
Specifically, βtm ∈ RNp is chosen to minimize the following mean squared error.
βtm = argmin
βtm
(
1
N
N∑
n=1
(
V˜tm(Stm(n))− G˜βtm (Stm(n))
)2)
, (6)
where Stm(n), n = 1, . . . , N now constitute the set of training points.
Figure 1 presents as schematic diagram of the neural network at tm.
• Computing the continuation and option values at tm−1
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The continuation values for the sample points Stm−1(n), n = 1, . . . , N are then approxi-
mated by,
Q̂tm−1
(
Stm−1(n)
)
= Btm−1E
[
V˜tm(Stm)
Btm
| Stm−1(n)
]
≈ Btm−1E
[
G˜βtm (Stm)
Btm
| Stm−1(n)
]
(7)
Like the other regress-later based schemes the method requires, either a closed form solu-
tion, or a fast-numerical approximation for
E
[
G˜βtm (Stm )
Btm
| Stm−1(n)
]
. Later in Section 4 we provide for our specific choice of network
architecture a static hedging interpretation and show that Equation 7 boils down to eval-
uating the price of short maturity options that are written at tm−1 and expire at tm. In
Section 6 we show with the help of practical examples how the above expectation can
usually be readily evaluated.
Once the approximate continuation value Q̂tm−1
(
Stm−1(n)
)
for samples Stm−1(n), n =
1, . . . , N have been computed the corresponding approximation for the option values are
given by
V˜tm−1(Stm−1(n)) = max
(
h
(
Stm−1(n)
)
, Q̂tm−1
(
Stm−1(n)
))
. (8)
The method discussed above is summarized as Algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1 Regress Later with Neural Networks (RLNN)
1: Generate Stm (n) for paths n = 1, . . . , N, m = 0, . . . ,M
2: V˜tM ← h (StM ) evaluate final time option value for each path.
3: Initialize βtM from uniform distribution.
4: for m =M − 1 . . . , 1 do
5: βtm ← argminβtm
(
1
N
∑N
n=1
(
V˜tm(Stm(n))− G˜βtm (Stm(n))
)2)
fitting the network
6: for n = 1, . . . , N do
7: Q̂tm−1
(
Stm−1(n)
)← Btm−1E [ G˜βtm (Stm )Btm | Stm−1(n)] the estimated continuation value
8: if h(Stm−1(n)) > Q̂tm−1
(
Stm−1(n)
)
then
9: V˜tm−1(Stm−1(n))← h(Stm−1(n))
10: else
11: V˜tm−1(Stm−1(n))← Q̂tm−1
(
Stm−1(n)
)
12: end if
13: end for
14: βtm−1 ← βtm initialize the parameters for network to be trained at tm−1
15: end for
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4 Static hedging with RLNN
Before we elaborate on the static hedging interpretation of RLNN we briefly discuss a closely
related static hedging approach proposed by Carr and Wu [2013]. They show that the time-t
value of a European option maturing at a fixed time T ≥ t relates to the time-t value of a
continuum of shorter maturity European call options.
Let V Tt (St,K) denote the time t value of a vanilla European call option with strike K that ma-
tures at T. Consider a class of models in which the risk-neutral evolution of the asset price follows
a single factor Markov process, together with the assumption that the markets are frictionless
and there is no arbitrage (there exists a risk-neutral probability measure P). It is also assumed
that the vector of model parameters Θ are fixed.
Theorem 1. (Carr and Wu [2013]) Under the Markovian and no-arbitrage assumptions, the
time-t value of a European option maturing at a fixed time T ≥ t relates to the time-t value of a
continuum of European call options at a shorter maturity u ∈ [t, T ] , by
V Tt (St,K) =
∫ ∞
0
w(Su)V
u
t (St, Su) dSu, u ∈ [t, T ], (9)
for any St > 0 and t ≤ u. The weights w(Su) do not vary with St or t, and are given by
w(Su) =
∂2
∂S2u
V Tu (Su,K) (10)
The outline of the proof is as follows:
Under the Markovian assumption, and using law of iterated conditioning
V Tt (St,K) = e
−r(u−t)
E
[
e−r(T−u)E
[
(ST −K)+ | Fu
]
| Ft
]
, u ∈ [t, T ]
= e−r(u−t)E
[
V Tu (Su,K) | Ft
]
, (11)
where for simplicity a constant risk-free rate r has been assumed.
For a single factor Markovian process, using the results of Breeden and Litzenberger [1978], who
show the risk neutral density can be equated to the second strike derivative of the call option
using the following relation:
P (ST | St) = er(T−t) ∂
2
∂S2T
V Tt (St, ST ) (12)
Therefore, Equation 11 can be re written as,
V Tt (St,K) = e
−r(u−t)
E
[
V Tu (Su,K) | Ft
]
, u ∈ [t, T ]
= e−r(u−t)
∫ ∞
0
V Tu (Su,K)P(Su|St) dSu
=
∫ ∞
0
V Tu (Su,K)
∂2
∂S2u
V ut (St, Su) dSu (13)
=
∫ ∞
0
V ut (St, Su)
∂2
∂S2u
V Tu (Su,K), (14)
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with the density function in Equation 13 substituted by the relation provided in Equation 12.
Equation 14 is the outcome of twice integration by parts with appropriate boundary conditions.
The hedging interpretation of Theorem 1 is, in order to hedge a target European call option that
matures at T, at t < T one enters into a continuum of positions in options that mature at u < T,
with the weights of the positions given by the relation in Equation 10. As the weights do not
depend upon the asset price St or t the hedge is static over the period [t, u]. At u the proceeds
from the payoff of the maturing options is just enough to either close the position of the target
option or set up another hedge. It should be noted that when the positions are rolled over at u,
there is a risk that the Markov condition might not hold, the Θ parameters would change, and
therefore there lies a model risk.
As holding a continuum of option positions is not feasible, ideally one would hold a finite set of
options. Carr and Wu [2013] propose the use of Gaussian quadrature to optimally span positions
in finite number of options. The method can also be extended to path-dependent options where
the value of the contingent claim depends upon a finite number of points on the price path
of single underlying asset. The discrete time points at which the price of underlying assets
determines the value of the contingent claim are labelled as the monitoring times, a notion that
we also follow in this paper.
While Theorem 1 states that under assumptions the value function of a longer maturity contin-
gent claim can be replicated by setting up a static portfolio comprising of short maturity options
there are practical challenges in extending the same for contingent claims whose value depends
on several underlying assets. We here show that using the RLNN one can effectively determine
the semi-static hedge for high-dimensional contingent claims, including discretely monitored path
dependent claims.
We begin by providing interpretation of t neural network used in the RLNN followed by demon-
strating how it can be used for semi-static hedging on contingent claims under model assumptions.
4.1 Interpretation of the first hidden layer
The outcome of the first hidden layer with a choice of p neurons can be represented as
o = ϕ (W1x+ b1) , x ∈ Rd, W1 ∈ Rp×d,b1 ∈ Rp,
where ϕ : Rp → Rp, p ∈ N is the component-wise ReLU activation function.
Each of the p elements of o := {o1, . . . , op} therefore has the form,
oi = max
 d∑
j=1
wijxj + bi1, 0
 ,
where wij , j = 1, . . . , d is the ith row of W1,
W1 :=

w11 w12 . . . w1d
w21 w22 . . . w2d
...
...
. . .
...
wp1 wp2 . . . wpd
 :=

w⊤1
w⊤2
...
w⊤p

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It is easy to see that the ith neuron, where i = 1, . . . , p, has the form of the payoff of an
arithmetic basket option with weights wij , j = 1, . . . , d and strike bi1, written on the underlying
x := {x1, . . . , xd}. Therefore, the outcome of the first hidden layer provides the structure, i.e.
the composition of the weights and the strike, of a set of p arithmetic basket options.
4.2 Interpretation of the second hidden layer
The second hidden layer performs the following operation:
y =
(
p∑
i=1
ωioi
)
+ b2, where, W2 := {ω1, . . . , ωp}, (15)
which can be seen as determining the weights of the p basket options you need to hold in your
portfolio. The amount you need to invest in the risk-free asset is given by the bias of the second
hidden layer, i.e. b2.
Under the assumption that the asset price follows a Markovian process, the market is frictionless
and there is no arbitrage, we next show that the portfolio of options constructed as above repli-
cates the contingent claim, between monitoring dates. We additionally assume that Stm ∈ Id,
for m = 0, . . . ,M, almost surely, where Id is some d-dimensional hypercube. As a consequence,
we assume, Vtm ∈ C(Id), where C(Id) denotes the space of real-valued continuous functions on
Id. Note that for ease of notation, we here after drop out the discounting terms.
Lemma 1. Given ǫ > 0 there exists p > 0 such that
G˜βtm (x) =
p∑
i=1
ωiϕ
(
w⊤i x+ bi
)
+ b2, (16)
satisfies
sup
x∈Id
∣∣∣Vtm(x) − G˜βtm (x)∣∣∣ < ǫ (17)
Proof: Lemma 1 is the direct consequence of the extension of universal approximation theorem
of Hornik et al. [1989] by Leshno et al. [1993], who show that an activation function will lead to
a network with universal approximation capacity, if and only if, the function (in our case ϕ) is
not a polynomial almost everywhere.
Lemma 2. Under the Markovian and no arbitrage assumption, and for sufficiently large p, the
value of the contingent claim at t ∈ (tm−1, tm] holds the following relation
sup
St∈Id
∣∣∣Vt(St)− E [G˜βtm (Stm) | St]∣∣∣ < ǫ (18)
where, Dt is the discounting factor, and ǫ > 0 is given.
Proof: Lemma 2 is the result of the Markovian and the no-arbitrage assumption together with
the use of Lemma 1.
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∣∣∣Vt(St)− E [G˜βtm (Stm) | St]∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣E [Vtm (Stm) | St]− E [G˜βtm (Stm) | St]∣∣∣ ,
=
∣∣∣E [Vtm (Stm)− G˜βtm (Stm) | St]∣∣∣ ,
≤ E
[∣∣Vtm (Stm)− G˜βtm (Stm)∣∣ | St] ,
< E [ǫ | St] = ǫ,
where the first line is the consequence of the Markovian assumption, the second line is from the
no-arbitrage assumption and use of the linearity of the conditional expectations. The third line
uses the Jensen’s inequality, while the last line is the outcome of Lemma 1.
The evaluation of E
[
G˜βtm (Stm) | St
]
, can be expanded as follows:
E
[
G˜βtm (Stm) | St
]
= E
[
p∑
i=1
ωiϕ
(
w⊤i Stm + bi
)
+ b2 | St
]
=
p∑
i=1
ωiE
[
ϕ
(
w⊤i Stm + bi
) | St]+ b2 (19)
E
[
ϕ
(
w⊤i Stm + bi
) | St] is the risk-neutral price of a European arithmetic basket option that
matures at tm with weight vector wi, and strike bi. When the underlying asset follows a geo-
metric Brownian motion (GBM) closed form solution for the arithmetic basket options are not
available. We show a workaround in Section 6 , for the GBM case, for faster evaluation of
E
[
ϕ
(
w⊤i Stm + bi
) | St] .
Summarizing, G˜βtm (Stm) is the value of the payoff from a portfolio of arithmetic basket options
that mature at tm. The structure of the options (weights and strikes) is determined by the
outcome of hidden layer 1, while the amount of each option you need to hold in your portfolio
is the outcome of the hidden layer 2. The value of the portfolio under the no-arbitrage and
Markovian model assumption for any t ∈ (tm−1, tm] is given by E
[
G˜βtm (Stm) | St
]
, and it
replicates the corresponding value of the contingent claim Vt at that point of time. As the
weights are not a function of t ∈ (tm−1, tm) or the corresponding St values, the portfolio is static
between the monitoring dates. In a practical setting there is a risk if the Markovian assumption
doesn’t hold and the model parameters Θ change during the course of period. Therefore, it is
more of semi-static hedging than the traditional static hedging.
4.3 Convergence
While we have shown that when the value of the target contingent claim Vtm , m = 1, . . . ,M, is
known, then between monitoring dates (tm−1, tm] a static portfolio can be set up that replicates
the value of contingent claim. We next show that RLNN would converge to the true price of
the contingent claim at any time point, including t0. We still hold the assumptions that the
underlying follows a Markovian process, the market is frictionless and there is no arbitrage. We
additionally assume that Stm ∈ Id, m = 0, . . . ,M, almost surely, where Id is some d-dimensional
hypercube.
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Theorem 2. Under the assumptions stated above, for any ǫ > 0
sup
Stm−1
∈Id
|Vtm−1(Stm−1)− V˜tm−1(Stm−1)| < ǫ, m = 1, . . . ,M + 1, (20)
where V˜tm−1 is obtained by following the iteration defined by Equation 7 and Equation 8.
Proof: We prove Theorem 2 by induction.
At the maturity of the contingent claim the proof for VtM = V˜tM , is trivial, as Q̂tM is equal to 0
and the payoff h is deterministic and known.
Assuming,
sup
Stm∈Id
|Vtm(Stm)− V˜tm(Stm)| <
ǫ
2
,
and by the application of Lemma 1, i.e.
sup
Stm∈Id
|V˜tm(Stm)− G˜βtm (Stm)| <
ǫ
2
,
we can then show with the use of triangular inequality that,
|Vtm(Stm)− G˜βtm (Stm)| ≤ |Vtm(Stm)− V˜tm(Stm)|+ |V˜tm(Stm)− G˜βtm (Stm)|
<
ǫ
2
+
ǫ
2
= ǫ. (21)
We next want to show that,
sup
Stm−1
∈Id
|Qtm−1(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)| < ǫ, (22)
where Q̂tm−1(Stm−1) := E
[
G˜βtm (Stm) | Stm−1
]
, as defined in Equation 7.
∣∣Qtm−1(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ = ∣∣E [Vtm(Stm)|Stm−1]− E [G˜βtm (Stm) | Stm−1]∣∣
=
∣∣E [Vtm(Stm)− G˜βtm (Stm) | Stm−1]∣∣
≤ E
[∣∣Vtm(Stm)− G˜βtm (Stm)∣∣ | Stm−1]
< E
[
ǫ | Stm−1
]
= ǫ,
where the first equation is restating the definition, the second is the outcome of no arbitrage and
linearity of expectation operator, the third line uses Jensen’s inequality, while the final line is
the outcome of substitution of the result in Equation 21.
The following cases then arise:
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• Case 1:
h(Stm−1) > Qtm−1(Stm−1) > Q̂tm−1(Stm−1),
or
h(Stm−1) > Q̂tm−1(Stm−1) > Qtm−1(Stm−1)
For both these sub-cases∣∣Vtm−1(Stm−1)− V˜tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ = ∣∣max (h(Stm−1), Qtm−1(Stm−1))−max(h(Stm−1), Q̂tm−1(Stm−1))∣∣
=
∣∣h(Stm−1)− h(Stm−1)∣∣ = 0 < ǫ
• Case 2:
h(Stm−1) < Qtm−1(Stm−1) < Q̂tm−1(Stm−1),
or
h(Stm−1) < Q̂tm−1(Stm−1) < Qtm−1(Stm−1)
For both these sub-cases∣∣Vtm−1(Stm−1)− V˜tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ = ∣∣max (h(Stm−1), Qtm−1(Stm−1))−max(h(Stm−1), Q̂tm−1(Stm−1))∣∣
=
∣∣Qtm−1(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ < ǫ,
where the inequality in the second line is the outcome of Equation 22.
• Case 3:
Qtm−1(Stm−1) < h(Stm−1) < Q̂tm−1(Stm−1),
For this sub-case∣∣h(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ < ∣∣Qtm−1(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣
Therefore,∣∣Vtm−1(Stm−1)− V˜tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ = ∣∣max (h(Stm−1), Qtm−1(Stm−1))−max(h(Stm−1), Q̂tm−1(Stm−1))∣∣
=
∣∣h(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ < ∣∣Qtm−1(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ < ǫ,
• Case 4:
Q̂tm−1(Stm−1) < h(Stm−1) < Qtm−1(Stm−1)
For this sub-case∣∣Qtm−1(Stm−1)− h(Stm−1)∣∣ < ∣∣Qtm−1(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣
Therefore,∣∣Vtm−1(Stm−1)− V˜tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ = ∣∣max (h(Stm−1), Qtm−1(Stm−1))−max(h(Stm−1), Q̂tm−1(Stm−1))∣∣
=
∣∣Qtm−1(Stm−1)− h(Stm−1)∣∣ < ∣∣Qtm−1(Stm−1)− Q̂tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ < ǫ,
With this we have shown that for all possible cases that might arise,
∣∣Vtm−1(Stm−1)−V˜tm−1(Stm−1)∣∣ <
ǫ. This ends the proof.
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5 Lower and Upper bounds
Once the neural networks in the RLNN have been trained to approximate the value functions
at each monitoring dates, the lower and upper bounds to the true price can be obtained in
fairly straightforward manner as discussed below. An upper and lower bound estimate for the
true price, rather than just relying on the direct price estimate from the RLNN method, i.e.
V˜t0 , is important as unlike linear regression models where the coefficients can be determined
exactly, with neural networks typically it is difficult to directly infer whether the coefficients
have converged after certain number of iterations of the stochastic gradient descent algorithm.
A tight lower and upper bound value would then be an indicator of the quality of the RLNN
price estimate.
5.1 Lower Bound
In order to obtain a lower bound to the true price, we first simulate a new set ofNL paths following
Equation 5. The early stopping times for each path, n = 1, . . . , NL, are then determined as:
τ(n) := inf
{
tm ∈ {t0, . . . , tM} : h (Stm(n)) > Q̂tm (Stm(n))
}
, (23)
where Q̂tm (Stm(n)) is computed as Equation 7, using the already obtained vector of free param-
eters βtm+1 from RLNN. An unbiased estimate of the lower bound is then obtained as
V˜ t0 =
Bt0
NL
NL∑
n=1
h
(
Sτ(n)
)
Bτ(n)
.
5.2 Upper Bound
Haugh and Kogan [2004] and Rogers [2002] proposed the dual formulation for pricing Bermudan
options. For an arbitrary adapted super-martingale process Mt, it follows that,
Vt0(St0) = sup
τ
E
[
hτ
Bτ
]
= sup
τ
E
[
hτ
Bτ
+Mτ −Mτ
]
≤Mt0 + sup
τ
E
[
hτ
Bτ
−Mτ
]
≤Mt0 + E
[
max
t
(
ht
Bt
−Mt
)]
,
which gives us the upper bound of the option price Vt0(St0). Thus, the dual problem is to
minimize the upper bound with respect to all adapted super-martingale processes, i.e.,
V t0(St0) = inf
M∈Π
(
Mt0 + E
[
max
t
(
ht
Bt
−Mt
)])
, (24)
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where Π is the set of all adapted super-martingale processes.
With, Mt0 = 0, we construct a martingale process as:
Mtm(n) =
m−1∑
i=0
[
G˜βti+1
(
Sti+1(n)
)
Bti+1
− Q̂ti (Sti(n))
Bti
]
(25)
The upper bound, V t0 , is then given by
V t0(St0) = E
[
max
t
(
ht
Bt
−Mt
)]
=
1
NL
NL∑
n=1
max
tm
(
h(Stm(n))
Btm
−Mtm(n)
)
, tm ∈ [t0, . . . , tM ] (26)
The important point here, as was also pointed out by Glasserman and Yu [2004], is that the
martingale terms given by Equation 25 are available at almost no extra cost. This is possible
because we assume that G˜βtm+1 has a closed form conditional expectation, which by construction
is equal to Q̂tm . In contrast, for regress now schemes, in order to obtain the optimal martingale,
one has to resort to sub-simulations which makes them computationally quite expensive.
Remark 1. From a practical perspective the lower bound and upper bounds can be interpreted
as following. For the holder of an early exercise option, the difference between the true price and
the lower bound, gives the risk-neutral expectation of the loss he incurs when he exercises his
option following the policy obtained using the RLNN. On the other hand, the difference between
the upper bound and the true price is an indicator of the expected maximum loss the writer of
the option has to bear for imperfect hedging. Equation 25 can be seen as the rolling over of the
semi-static hedge portfolio, where at ti an amount Q̂ti(Sti(n) is used to set up a portfolio of
European options that result in a payoff of G˜βti+1 (Sti+1(n)) at ti+1. If the holder of the target
option does not decide to exercise his option at ti+1 the proceeds from the payoff of the static
hedge portfolio would be greater than or just enough to set up the static hedge, a portfolio with
options maturing at ti+2, i.e.
G˜βti+1 (Sti+1(n)) ≥ Q̂ti+1(Sti+1(n).
In case the holder of the target option decides to exercise at ti+1, G˜
βti+1 (Sti+1(n)) should ideally
be greater than equal to h(Sti+1), or otherwise the writer of the target option suffers a loss.
Therefore, Equation 26 gives the expectation of the worst-case hedging loss for the writer of the
target option along each simulated risk-neutral scenario.
On the practical side we show through numerical examples that RLNN can be used to obtain
tight upper and lower bounds without the need for any sub-simulations.
6 Numerical Examples
In this section we illustrate the performance of the RLNN by pricing path dependent and path
independent contingent claims on single or several assets. We through experiments illustrate
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the two major themes covered in this paper. First, we look at the pricing of Bermudan options
for different number of underliers and different payoff structures. Specifically, we look at the
pricing of the following Bermudan options, put on a single asset, arithmetic basket put option
on five assets, and max call option on two, three and five assets respectively. We also construct
the upper and lower bounds for these examples using the methodology discussed in Section 5.
Second, through numerical examples, we compare the performance of dynamic hedging against
the semi-static hedging technique discussed here, for a single asset European and Barrier option
case.
For the examples considered here, we assume that the d underlying assets follow a multivariate
geometric Brownian motion, i.e.
dSδt
Sδt
= (r − qδ)dt+ σδdW δt , δ = 1, . . . , d, (27)
where r is the constant risk-free rate, qδ is the continuous dividend rate for the δ-th asset. W
δ
t
is the standard Brownian motion and the instantaneous correlation coefficient between W it and
W
j
t is ρij .
The implementation of all the examples considered are in python, where we use Keras with
Tensorflow backend for defining and training the neural networks.
6.1 Choice of hyper-parameters and other considerations
The choice of appropriate hyper-parameters for training the neural network can affect the rate
of convergence and therefore should be carefully picked. For the experiments we conducted we
made the following choices.
• We use Adam Kingma and Ba [2014] with initial leaning rate as 10−3, as the optimizer for
the weights update in the mini-batch gradient ascent algorithm.
• The batch size is chosen as one tenth of the total training points.
• For training the neural network corresponding to the monitoring date tM = T, we initialize
the weights and biases randomly with uniform random variables.
• As V˜tm−1 ≈ V˜tm we transfer the final weights obtained from training the network for
monitoring date tm as the initial weights for training the network at tm−1.
• In order to avoid over-fitting, we divide the training points into training set and validation
set, in the ratio 0.7 to 0.3 respectively and use the mean squared error of the validation set
as the early-stopping criteria with a patience of 6 epochs.
• We normalize the initial asset price to 1 and appropriately adjust the strike. This restricts
the domain in which the network needs to be trained, something we found especially ben-
eficial while training the network for max options.
• We use 50,000 training points generated using the GBM process under the risk-neutral
measure.
For obtaining the upper and lower bound estimates we generate a fresh set of 200,000 scenarios
for each of the example considered.
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Set I
S1t0 = 40, K = 40, r = 0.06, σ = 0.2, T = 1, M = 10.
Set II
Sδt0 = 1, K = 1, r = 0.05, qδ = 0, T = 1, M = 10.
σ = [0.518, 0.648, 0.623, 0.570, 0.530]
⊤
ρ :=

1.00 0.79 0.82 0.91 0.84
0.79 1.00 0.73 0.80 0.76
0.82 0.73 1.00 0.77 0.72
0.91 0.80 0.77 1.00 0.90
0.84 0.76 0.72 0.90 1.00

Set III
Sδt0 = 100, K = 100, r = 0.05, qδ = 0.1, σδ = 0.2, ρij = 0.0, T = 3, M = 9.
Set IV
S1t0 = 1, K = 1, r = 0.1, σ1 = 0.3, T = 1.
Set V
S1t0 = 1, K = 1, r = 0.1, σ1 = 0.3, T = 0.2, M = 5.
Table 1: Parameter values used in the examples.
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6.2 Single Asset Bermudan
We first consider pricing of a Bermudan put on a single asset. The parameter set for the
experiment corresponds to Set 1 in Table 1. Following the algorithm 1, the input to the network
at each monitoring date tm is one dimensional Stm . The output from the network at tm is
therefore:
G˜βtm (Stm) =
p∑
i=1
ωiϕ (wiStm + bi) + b2
In order to compute the continuation value Q̂tm−1 , we need closed form expression for Equation
7, i.e. we need to evaluate,
Q̂tm−1(Stm−1) = E
[
G˜βtm (Stm) | Stm−1
]
= E
[
p∑
i=1
ωiϕ (wiStm + bi) + b2 | Stm−1
]
=
p∑
i=1
ωiE
[
ϕ (wiStm + bi) | Stm−1
]
+ b2
Depending upon the signs of wi, and bi E
[
ϕ (wiStm + bi) | Stm−1
]
is the value of call option, put
option, or a forward contract. These possible cases might then arise:
Case 1 wi and bi are both greater than 0. Then
E [max (wiStm + bi, 0) |St] = E
[
(wiStm + bi) |Stm−1
]
,
which is the price of a forward contract.
Case 2 wi > 0 and bi < 0, then
E [max (wiStm + bi, 0) | St] = wiE
[
max
(
Stm +
bi
wi
, 0
)
| Stm−1
]
,
which is the time tm−1 value of a European call option, with strike − biwi , that expires at
tm.
Case 3 wi < 0 and bi > 0, then
E [max (wiStm + bi, 0) | St] = −wiE
[
max
(
− bi
wi
− Stm , 0
)
| Stm−1
]
,
which is the time tm−1 value of a European put option, with strike − biwi , that expires at
tm.
Case 4 wi < 0 and bi < 0, then
E [max (wiStm + bi, 0) | St] = 0,
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S0 RLNN RLNN RLNN RLNN COS
Direct est. (s.e.) Lower Bound. (s.e.) Upper Bound (s.e.) 95% CI
36 4.4429 4.4439 4.4427 [4.4422, 4.4427] 4.4425
(0.0007) (0.004) (0.00004)
40 2.2934 2.2935 2.2930 [ 2.2919, 2.2930] ] 2.2929
(0.0007) (0.004) ( 0.00001)
44 1.0989 1.0979 1.0987 [ 1.0970, 1.0987] 1.0984
(0.0008) (0.002) (0.00002)
Table 2: The RLNN direct estimator, upper, and lower bound values of a Bermudan call on a
single asset when 32 hidden units are used in the first layer of the neural networks in RLNN. For
obtaining the lower and upper bound values we use 200,000 independent paths. The parameters
for the model and the option are taken from Set I in Table 1. The reference values are obtained
using the COS method.
From a practical point of view, when the asset follows a GBM process, the implementation can
be greatly simplified by taking the log of the asset price as the input to the neural network. The
continuation value is then:
Q̂tm−1(Stm−1) = E
[
G˜βtm (log(Stm)) | Stm−1
]
=
p∑
i=1
ωiE
[
ϕ (wi log(Stm) + bi) | Stm−1
]
+ b2, (28)
In A we give the solution for Equation 28, in a more generic multi-asset context, where St follows
a d−dimensional Geometric Brownian motion, and an element-wise log transform of the asset
prices is used as the input to the neural network.
Table 2 gives the price of Bermudan put for different initial asset prices. The standard errors are
obtained using the results from 30 independent runs. The reference value is obtained using the
COS method Fang and Oosterlee [2008]. The convergence of the results to the true price with
increasing number of hidden units, or short maturity options used in the static hedge portfolio,
is illustrated in Figure 6.2. We observe that the upper bound values have much lower standard
errors in comparison to the lower bound estimates, something that we consistently observe in
the other examples considered here as well.
6.3 Arithmetic Basket Option
The weighted basket put option payoff reads as,
h(ST ) = max
(
K −
d∑
i=1
wiS
i
T , 0
)
.
The model parameters are the same ones as used by Reisinger and Wittum [2007] to approximate
the DAX index, and corresponds to Set 2 in Table 1. The weights for the basket are taken as
w = [0.381, 0.065, 0.057, 0.270, 0.227]⊤.
We consider a Bermudan put option that expires at T = 1 year and has an early exercise option
on M = 10 equally spaced time points between t = 0 and t = T.
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Figure 2: The upper and lower bound values of a Bermudan call on a single asset, when an
increasing number of hidden units are used in the first layer of RLNN. The parameters for the
model and the option are taken from Set I in Table 1. The reference value is obtained using
COS method and is equal to 2.2929. Also plotted are the corresponding direct RLNN estimated
values, i.e. V˜t0 .
When the input to the neural network at tm are the asset prices Stm , the output of the network
is a portfolio of European arithmetic basket options that expires at tm. While fast numerical
approximations and semi-analytical expressions for computing the price of European arithmetic
basket options are available, the problem can be greatly simplified — when the underlying assets
follow the GBM process— if the log asset prices are taken as the input to the neural network.
With log asset prices as the input, the output of the network at tm translates to the payoff of
a portfolio of European geometric basket options that mature at tm. In order to compute the
continuation value, one needs to compute the following:
Q̂tm−1(Stm−1) = E
[
G˜βtm (log (Stm)) | Stm−1
]
= E
[
p∑
i=1
ωiϕ
(
w⊤i log (Stm) + bi
)
+ b2 | Stm−1
]
=
p∑
i=1
ωiE
[
ϕ
(
w⊤i log (Stm) + bi
) | Stm−1]+ b2
In A we provide the expression for E
[
ϕ
(
w⊤i log (Stm) + bi
) | Stm−1] , which is required for eval-
uation of Q̂tm−1 .
Table 3 provides the lower and upper bound values for the Bermudan arithmetic basket put
option obtained using the RLNN method. The reported standard errors are obtained using
results from 30 independent runs. The reference values are obtained using the SGBM method
Jain and Oosterlee [2015]. We again notice that the standard errors for the duality based upper
bound values are order of magnitude smaller than others. Figure 6.3 illustrates the convergence
of the results for the arithmetic basket case when an increasing number of hidden units are used.
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S0 RLNN RLNN RLNN RLNN SGBM
Direct est. (s.e.) Lower Bound. (s.e.) Upper Bound (s.e.) 95% CI
0.9 0.2222 0.2221 0.2223 [0.2219, 0.2223] 0.2220
(0.0001) (0.0005) (0.00001)
1 0.1804 0.1803 0.1805 [0.1802, 0.1805] 0.1803
(0.00009) (0.0003) (0.00001)
1.1 0.1464 0.1464 0.1464 [0.1463, 0.1464] 0.1463
(0.0001) (0.0003) (0.00001)
Table 3: The RLNN direct estimator, upper, and lower bound values of a Bermudan arithmetic
basket put option on five assets when 64 hidden units are used in the RLNN method. For
obtaining the lower and upper bound values we use 200,000 independent paths. The parameters
for the model and the option are taken from Set II in Table 1. The reference values are obtained
using the SGBM method Jain and Oosterlee [2015].
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Figure 3: The upper and lower bound values for a Bermudan arithmetic basket put option, when
an increasing number of hidden units are used in the first layer of RLNN. The parameters for
the model and the option are taken from Set II in Table 1. The reference value is obtained
using SGBM method and is equal to 0.1803. Also plotted are the corresponding direct RLNN
estimated values, i.e. V˜t0 .
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Figure 4: The upper and lower bound values for a Bermudan call on the maximum of two assets
when an increasing number of hidden units are used in the first layer of RLNN. The parameters
for the model and the option are taken from Set III in Table 1. The reference value is obtained
from a binomial tree and is equal to 13.902. Also plotted are the corresponding direct RLNN
estimator values, i.e. V˜t0 .
6.4 Max Option
We next consider a Bermudan max call option, whose payoff at t is given by:
h(St) = max
(
max
(
S1t , . . . , S
d
t
)−K, 0)
The parameters for this case correspond to Set III in the Table 1. Similar to the case of Bermudan
arithmetic basket option, one can either use the asset prices as inputs to the neural network,
in which case the output would correspond to a portfolio of short maturity arithmetic basket
options. When the underlying assets follow a GBM process, it might be more convenient to use
the log asset prices as the input to the neural network, in which case the output of the network
corresponds to a static hedge with a portfolio of geometric basket options.
The computation of the continuation value remains the same as that for the Bermudan arithmetic
basket case. Unlike the linear regression-basedmodels, with RLNN we do not have to make payoff
specific choices for basis functions, which greatly simplifies the implementation and maintenance
of the pricing library.
Table 4 provides the lower and upper bounds for the Bermudan max option on 2, 3 and 5 as-
sets and compares the results with benchmark values reported in Broadie and Cao [2008] and
Andersen and Broadie [2004]. The convergence of the results to the reference value with increas-
ing number of hidden units is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
6.5 Performance of the static hedge
Here we consider the problem faced by the writer of a European vanilla put option with a
maturity of one year, and a down-and-out call barrier option with maturity of 0.2 years. In the
first case the writer wants to hold a short position on the European put option for a month,
after which the option position is closed. The writer has the option to hedge the risk using either
the dynamic delta hedging strategy, or using the static hedge portfolio of short maturity vanilla
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S0 RLNN RLNN RLNN RLNN Literature Binomial
Direct est. (s.e.) Lower Bound. (s.e.) Upper Bound (s.e.) 95% CI 95% CI
d=2 assets:
90 8.078 8.071 8.086 [8.062, 8.086] [8.053, 8.082] 8.075
(0.016) (0.025) (0.0003)
100 13.902 13.905 13.924 [ 13.894, 13.924] [13.892, 13.934] 13.902
(0.017) (0.028) (0.0004)
110 21.346 21.352 21.353 [ 21.341, 21.353] [21.316, 21.359] 21.345
(0.010) (0.029) (0.0002)
d=3 assets:
90 11.282 11.295 11.303 [11.287, 11.303] [11.265, 11.308] 11.29
(0.017) (0.030) (0.001)
100 18.702 18.688 18.715 [18.677, 18.715] [18.661, 18.728] 18.69
(0.022) (0.025) (0.001)
110 27.572 27.554 27.592 [27.545, 27.592] [27.512, 27.663] 27.58
(0.021) (0.023) (0.001)
d=5 assets:
90 16.680 16.636 16.743 [16.624, 16.744] [16.620, 16.653]
(0.063) (0.044) (0.003)
100 26.177 26.141 26.268 [26.125, 26.270] [26.115, 26.164]
(0.062) (0.034) (0.002)
110 36.815 36.760 36.909 [36.744, 36.909] [36.710, 36.798]
(0.042) (0.045) (0.003)
Table 4: Bermudan option values for call on maximum of 2, 3 and 5 assets, with parameter values taken from
Set III, in Table 1. For the two asset case we use 256 hidden units, for three assets 512 hidden units, while for
five assets we use 1024 hidden units. The reference confidence interval for the two and three asset case are taken
from Andersen and Broadie [2004], and for the five asset case from Broadie and Cao [2008].
options constructed using the RLNN method. The dynamic hedging strategy involves daily
rebalancing, in our example we use 25 equally distributed points between 0 to 1 month (i.e. 112
year fraction). The second case involves the writer of a discretely monitored down-and-out-call
barrier option, with a maturity of 60 days and 5 equally spaced monitoring dates, who wants
to hold a short position for 12 days. He has a choice of hedging his risks using the static hedge
portfolio constructed using RLNN or through dynamic delta hedging with daily rebalancing.
The comparison for the above two cases here are based on Monte Carlo simulations, with 50000
paths, where the paths are generated following the Black Scholes model under the risk-neutral
measure. In the limiting case both dynamic and static hedging results should work perfectly.
However, we here consider the performance when only a fixed number of short maturity options
are used for the static hedge, and the portfolio is rebalanced on finite time points for the dynamic
hedge. Table 6 outlines the results of the experiment for the European put option case. We
see that the dynamic and static hedge strategies have similar performance, although the static
hedge gives better results when it comes to VaR and conditional VaR. Also evident is that the
performance of the static hedge improves when an increasing number of short maturity options
are held in the static hedge portfolio. There, when the writer of the option is particularly
concerned about avoiding large losses, he should prefer the static strategy.
Table 8 outlines the results of the experiment for the discretely monitored down-and-out call
barrier case. We see that the dynamic and static hedge strategies have similar performance for
lower barrier values, but with an increasing barrier level the static hedge seems to have slight
advantage over dynamic hedging. The static hedge, in most cases, gives better results when it
comes to VaR and conditional VaR. As expected, the performance of the static hedge improves
when an increasing number of short maturity options are held in the portfolio.
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Table 5: Hedge Performance of European Put Options
Moneyness (K/S)
Hedging Error Hedge Type Options Count
0.5 1 1.5
10 -9e-06 -4e-06 -1e-05
Static 25 -5e-07 1e-06 3e-05
Mean 50 1e-07 -2e-06 7e-06
Dynamic NA 5e-07 -7e-06 1e-05
10 2e-05 0.0010 -0.0090
Static 25 1e-05 0.0002 0.0025
Standard Deviation 50 1e-05 0.0002 0.0003
Dynamic NA 3e-05 0.0013 0.0011
10 5e-05 0.0017 0.0013
Static 25 1e-05 0.0004 0.0036
VaR(95 %) 50 2e-05 0.0004 0.0004
Dynamic NA 6e-05 0.0026 0.0021
10 7e-05 0.0031 0.0033
Static 25 2e-05 0.0006 0.0079
CVaR (95%) 50 3e-05 0.0007 0.0010
Dynamic NA 0.0001 0.0033 0.0027
Table 6: This table compares the hedging performance of the dynamic and static hedging (constructed using
the RLNN) strategies for a European Vanilla put option for a duration of one month. The results are reported
for varying levels of moneyness (K/S). The parameters for the model and the barrier are taken from Set IV in
Table 1.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we have developed a fully interpretable neural network based pricing method for
path dependent high dimensional contingent claims. The main theoretical contribution is that
we show, under the Markovian and the no-arbitrage assumption, any contingent claim —with
continuous payoffs— can be semi-statically hedged using a finite number of shorter maturity
options. The structure and the quantity of the options to be held at different monitoring dates
in the static hedge portfolio are the outcomes of the RLNN method. We show that using
RLNN one can obtain lower and upper bounds to the true value of the claim and the quality
of the bounds is demonstrated through numerical examples. An important contribution here is
that, with RLNN one can obtain a duality based upper bound without the need for performing
sub-simulations. Through numerical examples we show the accuracy of the price and bounds
obtained using the RLNN method for high dimensional path dependent options with different
payoff structures. Through simulations we demonstrate that the static hedge approximation
performs as effectively or better than delta hedging with daily rebalancing. We see the analysis
of the performance of the static hedge under more realistic conditions as an important extension
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Table 7: Hedge Performance of Down and Out Barrier Call Options
Barrier
Hedging Error Hedge Type Options Count
0.91 0.93 0.95 0.97
5 -0.0001 -4e-5 -1e-5 -2e-5
Static 10 -0.0002 1.6e-5 -1e-5 5e-5
Mean 20 -0.0001 -6e-5 -8e-5 8e-5
Dynamic NA -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0001 0.0008
5 0.0028 0.0037 0.0038 0.0042
Static 10 0.0036 0.0046 0.0038 0.0042
Standard Deviation 20 0.0024 0.0026 0.0038 0.0042
Dynamic NA 0.0028 0.0043 0.0076 0.0132
5 0.0062 0.0062 0.0077 0.0090
Static 10 0.0076 0.0083 0.0077 0.0089
VaR(95%) 20 0.0049 0.0048 0.0076 0.0089
Dynamic NA 0.0048 0.0093 0.0168 0.0249
5 0.0100 0.0114 0.0106 0.0129
Static 10 0.0122 0.0128 0.0106 0.0127
CVaR(95%) 20 0.0088 0.0091 0.0106 0.0128
Dynamic NA 0.0085 0.0153 0.0263 0.0461
Table 8: This table compares the performance of dynamic and static hedging strategies for a 60-days down-and-
out call barrier options at varied levels of barrier for a duration of 12 days. The parameters for the model and
the barrier are taken from Set V in Table 1.
to this line of research.
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A
When the underlying asset prices follow a GBM process, we want to evaluate the following
expression,
E
[
ϕ
(
w⊤i log (Stm) + bi
) | Stm−1] .
We begin by noting that conditioned on Ftm−1 , the random vector log (Stm) —under the risk-
neutral measure— has a multivariate normal distribution with the mean vector given by
µ :=
µ1...
µd
 := log (Stm−1)+
r −
1
2σ
2
1
...
r − 12σ2d
∆t,
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and the covariance matrix by,
Σ :=

σ21 ρ12σ1σ2 . . . ρ1dσ1σd
ρ21σ2σ1 σ
2
2 . . . ρ2dσ2σd
...
...
. . .
...
ρd1σdσ1 ρd2σdσ2 . . . σ
2
d
∆t,
where ∆t = tm − tm−1.
We denote the conditional weighted sum of the log asset prices by a random variable Y. Then Y
has a normal distribution with mean,
µY := w
⊤
i µ,
and variance,
σY := w
⊤
i Σwi
We need to then determine
E
[
ϕ
(
w⊤i log (Stm) + bi
) | Stm−1] = E [max (Y + bi, 0)]
= E
[
max
(
Y˜ , 0
)]
,
where Y˜ is a normal with mean µY˜ = µY +bi, and variance σY .The expression is straightforward
to evaluated and is given by
E
[
max
(
Y˜ , 0
)]
=
1√
2πσ2Y
∫ ∞
0
ye
−(y−µY˜ )
2
2σ2
Y dy (29)
=
1√
2πσ2Y
∫ ∞
−µY˜
(x+ µY˜ ) e
−x2
2σ2
Y dx (30)
=
1√
2πσ2Y
∫ ∞
−µY˜
(x) e
−x2
2σ2
Y dx+
1√
2πσ2Y
∫ ∞
−µY˜
(µY˜ ) e
−x2
2σ2
Y dx (31)
=
σY√
2π
e
−µ2
Y˜
2σ2
Y + µY˜ (1− FY˜ (−µY˜ )) , (32)
where FY˜ is the cdf of Y˜ .
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